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Abstract

While machine learning shows promise in auto-
mated knowledge generation, current techniques
such as large language models and micro-targeted
influence operations can be exploited for harm-
ful purposes like the proliferation of disinforma-
tion. The European Union’s Digital Services Act
(DSA) is an exemplary policy response address-
ing these harms generated by online platforms.
In this regard, it necessitates a comprehensive
evaluation of its impact on curbing the harmful
downstream effects of these opaque practices. De-
spite their harmful applications, we argue that
machine learning techniques offer immense, yet
under-exploited, potential for unraveling the im-
pacts of regulations like the DSA. Following an
analysis that reveals possible limitations in the
DSA’s provisions, we call for resolute efforts to
address methodological barriers around appropri-
ate data access, isolating marginal regulatory ef-
fects, and facilitating generalization across differ-
ent contexts. Given the identified advantages of
data-driven approaches to regulatory delivery, we
advocate for machine learning research to help
quantify the policy impacts on online harms.

1. Introduction
As machine learning (ML) becomes increasingly embedded
in important societal systems and automated knowledge gen-
eration, it requires careful governance to mitigate emerging
threats. In particular, recent advances in generative mod-
elling, micro-targeted influence campaigns and selective
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exposure pose risks of exacerbating disinformation spread
if deployed irresponsibly by profit-driven platforms. For ex-
ample, large language models (LLMs) exhibit capabilities to
generate synthetic text and imagery that may promote false
narratives (Da San Martino et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2023).
The computational propaganda tactics involving psycho-
graphic targeting that emerged in the Cambridge Analytica
scandal revealed machine learning’s risks in enabling manip-
ulation at scale when coupled to unethical business practices
(Bakir, 2020). Additionally, excessive personalization in rec-
ommender systems can distort exposure diversity, enabling
‘filter bubbles’ that intensify attitude polarization by limiting
viewpoint plurality (De Biasio et al., 2023). These trends un-
derscore the need to ensure transparency and oversight while
keeping up with artificial intelligence (AI) developments.
The latter, despite promising great progress, also carries
potential for considerable societal harms from misuse.

In this context, an increasing body of policy responses
aimed at managing and mitigating machine learning risks
has emerged. The recent EU Digital Services Act (DSA)
(European Parliament and Council, 2022a) represents one
such policy effort to expand governance over major plat-
forms accused of inadequately combating online harms.
Effective November 2022, the DSA categorizes platforms
by size and risk, imposing graduated obligations such as
notice-and-takedown procedures, risk assessments, trans-
parency duties, and independent auditing. It targets issues
like election interference, public health emergencies, and the
spread of disinformation by requiring platforms to exercise
heightened due diligence.

Ultimately, as the expectations on the scope of such a reg-
ulatory text grow, evidence-based assessment of their real-
world impacts becomes pivotal. Open questions remain
around the DSA’s tangible impacts amidst the legal, techni-
cal and enforcement ambiguities characterising dominant
platforms’ governance of algorithmic accountability and
content moderation practices (Leiser, 2023; Klonick, 2017;
Hacker et al., 2023; Heldt, 2022; Sullivan, 2023; Kuczer-
awy, 2021; Trust Lab, 2023). Indeed, without empirical
assessment, the effectiveness of this regulatory mechanism
in achieving stated aims of mitigating viral falsehoods and
protecting democratic integrity is yet not granted.
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Extending beyond the contextual analysis of the DSA pre-
sented in our previous work (Nannini et al., 2024), this po-
sition paper argues that advanced analytical techniques,
such as natural language processing, causal auditing,
and diffusion modelling, are essential yet underutilized
tools for public oversight over ensemble systems enabled
by modern machine learning. After highlighting some
harmful ML trends, and then identifying some limitations
of the DSA’s response in this regard, we propose a research
agenda to strengthen proportionality and participatory over-
sight in this new area of socio-technical governance. Sus-
tained, coordinated efforts to overcome data access barri-
ers remain imperative between scientists, civil society and
policymakers aiming to use analytical methods, in the con-
text of DSA implementation. By contributing to an en-
hanced methodology, we seek to increase transparency and
evidence-based policy-making without stifling continued
innovation.

In the following sections, we initially provide a summary of
key harmful ML trends in social media applications (Section
2) which, in turn, the DSA’s core provisions seeks to address
(Summarised in Section 3). Subsequently, we turn to the
DSA’s limitations, highlighting the background (Section 4)
of machine learning techniques for impact analysis. We
then propose an outline of priorities for advancing evidence-
based assessment of the DSA by discussing methodological
barriers (Section 5), and ultimately issuing a call (Section
6) for coordinated research efforts, with some concluding
remarks (Section 7).

2. Concerning Influence of Current ML
Trends

Recent advances in applied machine learning have delivered
transformative capabilities for automated content generation,
profiling and information filtering. These techniques also
carry risks of exacerbating disinformation spread if misused
by profit-oriented platforms. We highlight three key trends
necessitating governance.

2.1. Generative Modeling Capacities

Generative AI models exhibit an ability to automatically
generate synthetic text, imagery and audio that potentially
furthers false narratives. The low cost and accessibility of
textual generators could favor mass production of manipu-
lative messaging, based on learning statistical associations
from vast training data (Johnson et al., 2022; Morrison,
2023; Heikkilä, 2023; Nannini, 2023; Neff, 2024; Lopatto,
2024). Similarly, LLMs are still insufficiently informa-
tive and reliable when it comes to sensitive topics, such
as political science or business scenarios (Romano et al.,
2023; Notopoulos, 2023; Mok, 2023; Perrigo, 2023; Kelly,
2023; Kaye, 2023; Sankaran, 2023). However, determining

the appropriate thresholds and processes for limiting gen-
erative speech poses complex ethical dilemmas, given the
importance of open inquiry. Moreover, detecting increas-
ingly sophisticated AI-generated synthetic media remains
an arms race with consistently evolving generative capaci-
ties (Yu et al., 2021; Du et al., 2020; Mirsky & Lee, 2022).
Recent models have demonstrated the ability to generate
multi-paragraph content emulating human writing styles on
arbitrary topics, with sufficient coherence to deceive read-
ers (Brown et al., 2020; OpenAI, 2023; Spisak & Edunov,
2023; MistralAI, 2024). Generative image, video and audio
present additional challenges as visual markers of integrity
become manipulable (Khoo et al., 2022; Asnani et al., 2023).
More concerningly, generators directly optimized to manip-
ulate people by eliciting emotions could automate influence
campaigns based solely on data patterns, without ethical
constraints (Sharma et al., 2024).

2.2. Microtargeted Influence Campaigns

The Cambridge Analytica revelations underscored the risks
of combining psychologically-informed messaging based
on machine learning-enabled profile analytics, with highly
targeted digital advertising architecture (Bakir, 2020; Hinds
et al., 2020). This significant case highlighted how hyper-
personalized targeting, based on analyzing trace data reflect-
ing interests and vulnerabilities, allows tailored influence at
scale. Opaque auction-based ad infrastructure partitions au-
diences into marketable segments auctioned for profit (Choi
& Lim, 2020; Yan et al., 2009; Gharibshah et al., 2020). This
combination of audience partitioning and targeting enables
digital rhetoric tailored to manipulate people by triggering
identity-protective cognition and confirmation bias using
their own data patterns against them (Tian & Wang, 2023;
Acemoglu & Ozdaglar, 2011). By exploiting automated
A/B testing,1 these models can further optimizes persuasive
message variants (Matz, 2021; Quin et al., 2024). While
advertising microtargeting aims to maximize engagement, it
could be co-opted for covert manipulation on consequential
issues (Matz, 2021; Pham et al., 2022; Mavriki & Karyda,
2020). Its capacity for obscured discrimination also war-
rants examination (Speicher et al., 2018).

2.3. Filter Bubbles and Selective Exposure

Finally, much focus surrounds the risks of ‘filter bubbles’
from personalized recommender systems distorting expo-
sure diversity to align with inferred preferences (Bozdag &
van den Hoven, 2015). This could enable ‘radicalization
pathways’ through increasingly niche content (Haim et al.,

1Automated A/B testing refers to a procedure where multiple
message variants are tested by showing them to randomized user
groups and measuring resulting engagement or conversions to
incrementally maximize effectiveness.
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2018). Data-driven feedback loops tracking engagement
compound this by optimizing to appeal to people’s confir-
mation biases through inflammatory material aligned with
their interests. Critics argue that excessive personalization
limits pluralistic discourse (Helberger, 2019). There are
open questions around actual selective exposure effects in
practice (Schäfer, 2023; Borgesius et al., 2016; Liao & Fu,
2013), also in relation to generative AI models (Sharma
et al., 2024). However, unchecked optimization risks creat-
ing fragmented and polarized discourse arenas that are detri-
mental to democratic society (Pérez-Escoda et al., 2023).

Overall, the three trends highlighted in this section remind
us of the urgency to ensure that transparency and oversight
mechanisms keep up with the pace of AI developments.
We saw how machine learning, while carrying promises of
efficiency and reducing organizational burdens, can also ex-
acerbate information disorders. In this context, ML threats
include generating synthetic media to manipulate emotions,
conducting microtargeted influence campaigns, and creating
filter bubbles through personalised recommender systems
that foster selective exposure. In the next section, we exam-
ine the DSA as a policy response tackling these machine
learning threats.

3. The DSA Response & Open Questions
The European Digital Services Act (DSA) represents one
prominent attempt at expanded platform governance, pro-
viding different rules for various online players according to
their role, size and impact in the online ecosystem. Adopted
in 2022 and applicable since Februrary 2024, the DSA
places new requirements on very large online platforms
(VLOPs) and very large search engines (VLOSEs), incorpo-
rating new legal requirements and granting new rights for
online users. The regulation will require heightened due
diligence around issues like online disinformation through
heightened transparency, appeal and redress mechanisms,
systemic risk assessment and mitigation, and independent
auditing duties (European Parliament and Council, 2022a).

It is important to note that while our analysis focuses pri-
marily on the DSA’s provisions related to disinformation,
the regulation also covers a wider range of online harms,
such as hate speech, terrorist content, child sexual abuse
material, and the sale of counterfeit or dangerous products
(Recital 12). These harms often intersect with and amplify
the spread of disinformation, creating complex challenges
for platform governance and content moderation (Nannini
et al., 2024).

While most of its provisions are enforced, it is still early
to evaluate the regulation’s overall success, as the path for
effective implementation is expected to face evolving hur-
dles. Indeed, for the purposes of our analysis, we examine

identified legal and technical limitations within the DSA’s
provisions that potentially constrain its aims to foster greater
accountability. Nonetheless, the DSA signals an important
policy effort to constrain unchecked harms in previously
unregulated technologies, simultaneously to other pieces of
legislation such as the AI Act and the Regulation (EU) No
900/2024 on transparency and targeting of political advertis-
ing (European Parliament and Council, 2024; Novelli et al.,
2024).

3.1. Overview of Core DSA Provisions

To begin our analysis, we provide an overview of major
mechanisms and associated open questions identified in the
research literature, that may impede the DSA’s intended leg-
islative impacts without iterative refinement and oversight.
The section only refers to the selection of DSA provisions
that would warrant ongoing refinement, grounded in emerg-
ing evidence.

Notice-and-Action Requirements. A core pillar across
online intermediaries involves standardizing notice-and-
action mechanisms for reporting and expediting removal
of ‘manifestly’ illegal content originating from third par-
ties. The DSA’s Article 16 mandates accessible reporting
channels for any individual or entity to notify and provide
substantiated explanation to providers of hosting services of
the presence of items of information that the entity would
consider to be illegal content. Compliance timeframes are
delineated based on notice source, with reports by author-
ities or vetted expert entities necessitating urgent redress
compared to ordinary individuals (European Parliament and
Council, 2022a).

Defining ‘manifestly illegal’ content, establishing credible
reporting standards, and ensuring participatory oversight
of expanded take-down protocols are critical to preventing
overreach that could impact legal speech or activism. In this
regard, the process risks privileging institutional definitions
of harm over lived experience, especially if implemented
without sufficient checks against inconsistent restrictions on
diverse viewpoints.

Nevertheless, the lack of consistent, detailed take-down pro-
tocols risks generating uneven enforcement, allowing plat-
forms latitude to arbitrarily restrict or ignore legal speech
(Sullivan, 2023; Wolters & Gellert, 2023). Critics highlight
how absence of safe harbor limits on proactive automated
filtering enables intermediaries to bypass human oversight
and over-remove disputed borderline content without over-
sight mechanisms for challenging errant interpretations of
alleged illegality (Hacker et al., 2023; Laux et al., 2021).
This compounds transparency concerns around covert visi-
bility reductions already occurring via shadow banning or
demotions (Leerssen, 2023).
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Systemic Risk Assessments & Mitigation. Very large on-
line platforms (VLOPs) surpassing 45 million EU-located
monthly active users must conduct recurring risk assess-
ments examining if their systems, algorithms, data practices,
business incentives, or design choices undermine public in-
terests across domains like election integrity, media freedom,
and fundamental rights. Assessed issue areas encompass
security, privacy, fairness, accountability, safety, and demo-
cratic participation. Under articles 34-37, upon uncovering
risks, platforms must implement reasonable, effective miti-
gations respecting proportionality principles and evaluated
through mandatory independent audits (European Parlia-
ment and Council, 2022a).

Beside that, the notion of ‘systemic risk’ lacks unambiguous
technical and procedural specificity regarding assessment
methodologies (Sullivan, 2023; Heldt, 2022). Open ques-
tions around optimal quantitative indicators and qualitative
review processes–whether to prioritize model-driven statis-
tical likelihoods or contextual probability against severity –
may allow self-serving risk ratings. For example, viral false
information exploiting ‘engagement’-maximizing feeds (Lo
& Wei, 2023), ‘filter bubbles’ limiting exposure diversity
(Benkler et al., 2018), or outrage-inciting dark design pat-
terns may be underexamined if platforms minimize culpa-
bility. Similarly, spillovers to private groups (e.g., closed
Telegram channels) remain excluded from assessments fo-
cused narrowly on public posts (Hacker et al., 2023).

Independent Auditing Requirements. To facilitate ex-
ternal accountability, VLOPs must commission annual in-
dependent audits, conducted per detailed specifications, ex-
amining their compliance with transparency duties, risk
analyses, content moderation, and advertising systems (Eu-
ropean Parliament and Council, 2022a; European Commis-
sion, 2023b). Audit reports with methodologies, findings,
and key recommendations must be published to enable civil
society monitoring (Kirchner & Reuter, 2020). The Digital
Services Coordinators appointed in Member State can re-
quest additional audits on issues of concern (Jaursch, 2023).

Yet scholars identify that auditors still lack investigative ca-
pacities and genuine independence from the powerful plat-
forms they evaluate based on financial contracts (Wilman,
2022; Laux et al., 2021). Following the DSA’s recital 92,
audits emphasize procedural soundness rather than judg-
ing substantive systemic outcomes, proportionality, fairness,
or societal impacts enabled through compliant processes
(European Parliament and Council, 2022a). Nevertheless,
how effectively occasional audits can spur continuous inter-
nal improvements remains debated given platforms’ control
over information flows to reviewers (Laux et al., 2021). The
level of ongoing cooperation and transparency firms pro-
vide or conceal post-audit is crucial for genuinely enhancing
accountability rather than performative compliance.

3.2. Shortcomings for Harmful ML Applications in
Social Media

While the DSA introduces strong provisions to request plat-
forms’ accountability, we observe specific limitations re-
garding risks from machine learning applications related to
the spread of disinformation. Notably, gaps persist around
the oversight of generative synthetic media, transparency
over microtargeted influence campaigns, uncontrolled filter
bubbles and selective exposure effects, and engagement-
maximizing outrage incentives. These limitations are par-
ticularly important to identify for vetted researchers who,
under Article 40 of the DSA, will be able to request fur-
ther data from VLOPs and VLOSEs to conduct research on
systemic risks.

Gaps Regarding Generative Models and Synthetic Me-
dia. The DSA’s recital 81 states that certain risks, includ-
ing risks to the right to human dignity, freedom of expression
and of information, and data protection, may arise in rela-
tion to the design of algorithmic systems used by VLOPs
or VLOSEs. A key challenge the regulation itself faces con-
cerning said algorithms is ensuring that detection or labeling
mechanisms for AI-generated synthetic media keep up with
the pace of technological evolution in generative models
(Yao et al., 2023). Similarly, legal ambiguity persists around
accountability for automated content authorship as systems
grow more autonomous (Federal Register, 2023; U.S. Copy-
rightOffice, 2023; European Parliament and Council, 2019;
Leiser, 2023; Quintais, 2023; Keller, 2023a;b).

Risk assessments emphasize metaphorical ‘virality’ rather
than actual generative and manipulation abilities, follow-
ing Article 34 (European Parliament and Council, 2022a).
Therefore, risks from realistic synthetic data escaping over-
sight and manipulation at scale could remain inadequately
addressed. However, significant efforts have been made to
enhance the European Commission’s investigative powers
in this regard. In March 2024, the Commission requested
information and internal documents on risk assessments and
mitigation measures for generative AI content.

Additionally, the Commission is working to identify elec-
toral process integrity risks, issuing guidelines for VLOPs
on mitigating election-related risks, including generative AI
content (European Commission, 2024a). These guidelines
represent best practices for managing electoral risks. If the
Commission finds these measures inadequate, it can seek
further information or initiate formal proceedings under the
DSA. Despite these efforts, the challenge remains: how can
regulatory action keep pace with the rapid development of
harmful generative AI applications, and what tools can re-
searchers use to ensure that the Commission’s investigative
and oversight powers are robust?
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Shortcomings Around Microtargeted Influence Cam-
paigns. While the DSA presents provisions for trans-
parency in targeted advertising (Articles 15, 24, 42), the
oversight enabling external auditing of aggregate messag-
ing patterns and effects at population levels may still have
limitations. There is a need for detailed guidance on how
companies and assessors can implement risk assessments
and auditing mechanisms. In particular, repositories would
require more granular demographics beyond country loca-
tions, that would aid evaluating inequitable or unethical
targeting.

Research from the AI Now Institute (2023) indicates that
current algorithmic audits can reinforce private sector power,
as companies often set the criteria and conduct the audits
themselves. These audits tend to focus on technical evalua-
tions of algorithms, neglecting broader socio-technical im-
pacts like bias and discrimination. The lack of standardized
definitions, methodologies, and benchmarks in the DSA’s
assessment process, at least since early adoption, compli-
cates comparisons and reduces overall effectiveness. The
presence of diverse services, features, and user bases of plat-
forms further challenge the comparison of their impacts and
harms. Moreover, the high threshold for reasonable assur-
ance in audits, without clear standards, imposes significant
risks on auditors and complicates the auditing of complex
systems like recommendation algorithms.

When it comes to the Commission’s regulatory efforts,
there are frameworks supplementing existing legislation
that ought to be mentioned in easing these limitations, such
as the Delegated Act on Independent Audits under the DSA
(European Commission, 2023a). These play an important
role in providing additional guidance to providers of VLOPs
and VLOSEs and auditing organisations in the preparation
and issuance of audit reports and audit implementation re-
ports, hence mitigating some of the shortcomings identified
in the earliest versions of the DSA text. It remains to be es-
tablished to what extent these guidelines are being followed
in the relevant audits.

Failures Addressing Filter Bubbles and Selective Ex-
posure. The DSA provides a necessary, yet insufficient,
regulatory approach to issues related to filter bubbles, rec-
ommender distortions, or optimization risks that threaten
exposure diversity – which have been linked to attitude po-
larization in scholarly research (Ross Arguedas et al., 2022)
– despite associated calls (Liao & Fu, 2013). In particular,
we observe how the DSA does not effectively cover the is-
sues of content demotion and shadow banning, which often
result in selective exposure of users to content and distorting
the plurality of discourse online. While Articles 14 and
15 of the DSA mandate online platforms to clearly codify
their content moderation rules, and Article 17 requires a
‘Statement of Reasons’ for every moderation action, critics

have highlighted the lack of regulatory oversight for content
demotion (Leerssen, 2023). Article 17 primarily focuses
on notification, but it does not apply directly and explicitly
to the problem of shadow-banning, which notoriously re-
volves around a lack of notification. Regulating demotion is
technically complex due to the intricate nature of ranking
algorithms and subsystems (Leerssen, 2023). Determining
what constitutes demotion and assessing its impact presents
significant challenges, requiring further research from the
machine learning field. With the establishment of the AI Of-
fice, and the network of regulatory actors that coordinate the
DSA’s enforcement, greater technical capacity is required to
fully understand and oversee platform ranking procedures
(Novelli et al., 2024).

Enabling Outrage-Focused Engagement Incentives. In
the DSA, interface dark patterns are only prohibited if di-
rectly ‘deceptive’ – an expansive standard under article 25
(European Parliament and Council, 2022a). Risk assess-
ments, moreover, consider societal threats but not product
choices that could psychologically manipulate users while
technically remaining policy-compliant (following Article
34). An additional consideration is that beyond required pe-
riodic self-review on behalf of the platforms, which may be
deemed an insufficient regulatory modality in itself, outrage-
based engagement maximization risks remain unchecked.
Therefore, the DSA might encounter some loopholes in its
aim of comprehensively safeguard users or speech diversity
against attention-captivating business models. Nevertheless,
we observe promising interventions through the EU standard
activities of CEN/CENELEC JTC 21 AI Group, now deriv-
ing technical work on ethical approaches to AI-enhanced
nudging [WI=JT021006] (CEN/CENELEC, 2024).

4. Machine Learning Techniques for Assessing
DSA Impacts

The DSA introduces new transparency and accountabil-
ity obligations for online platforms, aiming to mitigate
the spread of illegal content and protect users’ fundamen-
tal rights. To effectively assess the real-world impacts of
these provisions, researchers can leverage advanced ma-
chine learning techniques that enable large-scale analysis
of complex socio-technical systems. In this section, we
discuss the application of natural language processing, net-
work modeling, and causal auditing methods to key research
priorities for evaluating DSA implementation.

4.1. Evaluating Notice-and-Takedown Efficacy

One of the core pillars of the DSA is the requirement for plat-
forms to establish clear and accessible mechanisms for users
to report illegal content (Article 14). To assess the effec-
tiveness of these notice-and-takedown systems, researchers
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could employ natural language processing (NLP) techniques
to analyze the vast amounts of data generated by platforms
in compliance with DSA transparency requirements (Ne-
nadic et al., 2023).

Advanced text classification models, such as transformer-
based architectures, could be used to categorize user reports
and platform responses by content type, language, and po-
tential policy violations (European Commission, 2022). By
comparing the volume and characteristics of notices before
and after DSA implementation, researchers could identify
changes in user reporting behavior and platform responsive-
ness attributable to the new legal framework (Trust Lab,
2023; Shao et al., 2019; Hsu et al., 2022). Moreover, sen-
timent analysis could be applied to assess the emotional
valence of user reports and platform communications, pro-
viding insights into the perceived fairness and effective-
ness of the notice-and-takedown process (Trust Lab, 2023;
Humprecht et al., 2023). Qualitative methods, such as inter-
views and surveys with platform policy teams and content
moderators, could complement these computational anal-
yses by shedding light on the practical challenges and or-
ganizational dynamics shaping the implementation of DSA
requirements (Altay et al., 2023).

4.2. Modeling disinformation Diffusion Patterns

Curbing the spread of online disinformation is a central
objective of the DSA, requiring platforms to assess and miti-
gate systemic risks stemming from the design and operation
of their services (Recital 9, Articles 34 and 35).

To support this goal, researchers can employ network mod-
eling techniques to study the complex dynamics of informa-
tion diffusion on social media platforms (Simpson & Yang,
2022). By representing users as nodes and their interactions
(e.g., follows, shares, mentions) as edges, network models
can simulate the spread of both legitimate and misleading
content under different policy scenarios (Li & Chang, 2023;
Jiang et al., 2023). These simulations can incorporate em-
pirical data on user behavior and platform algorithms, as
well as theoretical assumptions about the cognitive and so-
cial factors driving engagement with disinformation, such
as confirmation bias and social identity (Kattenbeck & El-
sweiler, 2019; Parvizi & Hmielowski, 2023; Blondé et al.,
2022). Interrupted time series analysis can be used to com-
pare the diffusion patterns of verified disinformation before
and after the implementation of DSA-mandated risk mitiga-
tion measures, such as changes to recommender systems or
the introduction of friction in sharing mechanisms (Bovet &
Makse, 2018; Trust Lab, 2023). By identifying the most ef-
fective interventions for slowing the spread of false content,
these models can inform evidence-based recommendations
for platform design and content moderation policies (Luna,
2019).

4.3. Independently Auditing Advertising & Algorithms

The DSA seeks to enhance the transparency and account-
ability of online advertising systems, which have been crit-
icized for enabling the microtargeting of harmful content
and the amplification of extremist views (Hussein et al.,
2020; Tomlein et al., 2021). To assess compliance with
DSA requirements, such as the obligation to maintain ad-
vertising repositories (Article 39) and provide user-facing
disclaimers, researchers can conduct independent audits us-
ing a combination of web scraping, crowdsourcing, and
machine learning techniques.

For example, browser automation tools can be used to sim-
ulate user interactions with platform interfaces and collect
data on the types of ads served to different demographic
profiles (Laux et al., 2021). Computer vision algorithms can
then be applied to classify the content and targeting parame-
ters of these ads, enabling researchers to identify potential
violations of DSA standards and discriminatory practices
(Wilman, 2022). As an example, by comparing advertis-
ing patterns before and after DSA implementation, auditors
could assess the effectiveness of the new transparency re-
quirements in promoting user awareness and mitigating the
risks of microtargeted manipulation.

Similar methods can be employed to audit the design and op-
eration of algorithmic ranking and recommendation systems,
which are subject to additional transparency obligations un-
der the DSA (Article 39). By reverse-engineering the inputs
and outputs of these systems through carefully designed
experiments, researchers can infer the key factors driving
content visibility and user engagement (Casper et al., 2024).
These audits can help identify potential biases and filter
bubble effects, informing the development of more diverse
and inclusive algorithmic designs that align with DSA ob-
jectives. Another approach grounded in causal auditing is
the use of counterfactual analysis, which could involve com-
paring the outcomes of different platform configurations or
policy interventions while holding all other factors constant
(Kluve et al., 2021). Researchers could use web scraping
and browser automation tools to collect data on the ads
served to different user profiles, and then use machine learn-
ing to generate counterfactual ad distributions that would
have been shown under alternative targeting policies (Laux
et al., 2021).

4.4. Enabling Broad Access to Transparency Data

To enhance transparency and allow for scrutiny of content
moderation decisions, online platform providers must sub-
mit their statements of reasons to the DSA Transparency
Database (European Commission, 2024b). This database
enables almost real-time tracking of these decisions and of-
fers various tools for accessing, analyzing, and downloading
the information platforms provide when moderating con-
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tent. Since its launch, the centralized database has attracted
significant scholarly interest as an unprecedented source of
data on real-world online moderation. However, research
by Trujillo et al. (2024) indicates that large social media
platforms have only partially adhered to the database’s phi-
losophy and structure. The authors highlight how, while all
platforms met the DSA requirements, most omitted impor-
tant yet optional details from their statements of reasons,
thereby limiting the database’s usefulness and requiring
further analysis by researchers and policymakers.

In particular, to fully realize the potential of machine learn-
ing techniques for evaluating DSA impacts, researchers
need access to comprehensive and representative data on
platform operations and user behaviors. The DSA seeks
to facilitate this by requiring platforms to provide vetted
researchers with access to key metrics and datasets related
to systemic risks and societal harms (Article 40) (Marrazzo,
2022). However, the practical implementation of these data
sharing provisions could be hindered as platforms may seek
to limit access based on commercial sensitivity or privacy
concerns (Albert, 2023). To further overcome the identi-
fied barriers, researchers can advocate for the establishment
of secure and privacy-preserving data sharing frameworks,
such as the use of encrypted computation and synthetic data
generation techniques (Marrazzo, 2022).

In parallel, researchers can leverage crowdsourcing and citi-
zen science approaches to gather independent data on user
experiences and platform practices (European Commission,
2022). By combining these bottom-up data collection efforts
with the top-down transparency requirements of the DSA, re-
searchers can build a more comprehensive and multifaceted
evidence base for evaluating the regulation’s impacts across
different platforms, regions, and user groups.

5. Addressing Methodological Barriers
While the urgency of assessing the DSA using modern an-
alytical methods remains clear given public stakes, mean-
ingful challenges persist regarding ensuring thoughtful re-
search design, obtaining representative data, and achieving
generalizable insights across the sociotechnical diversity of
platforms and national implementations.

5.1. Obtaining Adequate Research Access

Independent research hinges on appropriate data access un-
encumbered by proprietary gatekeeping. However, past
voluntary transparency initiatives have often seen access
increasingly restricted over time. Relying too optimistically
on voluntary corporate cooperation, without the adequate
policies and oversight, could threaten public interest audits.
On top of that, there could be a lack of adequate provisions
for specific research purposes under secure controls. Insti-

tuting data access mechanisms under democratic regulation,
with compulsory sharing for specific research objectives,
holds potential for significant impact. Yet, the revised Code
of Practice on Disinformation has seen limited progress in
this area (European Commission, 2022; Albert, 2023).

Independent scholarship around issues of advertising harms,
algorithmic biases and disinformation dynamics hinges on
appropriate data access for inference and auditing unencum-
bered by proprietary gatekeeping. Past failures of voluntary
transparency initiatives highlight that absent assertive policy,
dominant platforms tend to increasingly restrict third-party
scrutiny through API limits or selective disclosures (Bruns,
2019; Marrazzo, 2022), jeopardizing capacities for public
interest research. In this regard, non-commercial oversight
bodies with mandated democratic governance may balance
independence and access. Beyond basic provisions, the
DSA should require extensive sharing of privacy-preserving
synthetic datasets that maintain the original data distribu-
tions without revealing user information (Marrazzo, 2022).
Combined with binding security commitments, these con-
trolled data access agreements can facilitate external audits
while preventing commercial exploitation or manipulation
of algorithms

5.2. Isolating Effects of Multiple Emergent Regulations

The DSA entered into force alongside other regulations,
such as the approved artificial intelligence (EU AI Act) and
other texts regulating platform liability evolutions (DMA),
data portability rights (Data Act), and algorithmic trans-
parency requirements (GDPR), that shape key areas like
advertising and content systems (European Parliament and
Council, 2022b; European Parliament & Council, 2022;
2020; European Commission, 2016).

Isolating marginal effects specifically attributable to DSA
provisions poses difficulties given overlapping phase-in
timelines and pressures (Sullivan, 2023). Multi-pronged
approaches can disentangle influences when evaluating ob-
served platform changes. Interruptions time series modeling
can estimate advertising transparency shifts before vs. af-
ter DSA rollout (Robertson et al., 2018). But since digital
market regulations also compel disclosures (European Par-
liament and Council, 2022b), ethnographic observations
within engineering teams would clarify relative weights of
each intervention on infrastructure upgrades enabling over-
sight (Altay et al., 2023). Interpretative syntheses of textual
regulatory histories provides contextual insights explaining
the triggering of specific processes that quantitative signals
may struggle to fully capture (Lejano, 2013). For example,
the EU AI Act mandates algorithmic transparency provi-
sions that likely reinforce pre-existing DSA auditing duties
(European Parliament & Council, 2022), necessitating co-
ordination to minimize double proceedings on potential
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infractions.

5.3. Accounting for Regional Variations in DSA
Implementation

One of the key challenges in evaluating the impact of the
DSA is the regulation’s decentralized enforcement structure,
which relies on the cooperation and coordination of multiple
actors at the EU and national levels. The DSA establishes
a new European Board for Digital Services, composed of
representatives from each Member State’s Digital Services
Coordinator (DSC), to oversee the consistent application
of the regulation across the EU (Article 57). However, the
primary responsibility for enforcing the DSA falls on the
DSCs, who are appointed by their respective Member States
and granted significant discretion in their supervisory and
investigative powers (Articles 49-51).

This enforcement structure could have important implica-
tions for the regional variation in DSA implementation and
enforcement. While the DSA sets out harmonized rules and
obligations for platforms operating in the EU, the interpreta-
tion and application of these rules may differ depending on
the resource availability, regulatory priorities, and institu-
tional capacities of each Member State, as previously noted
by legal scholars regarding this coordination for similar EU
regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) (Malgieri, 2019) and the AI Act (Novelli et al.,
2024). For example, while DSCs in Western Europe may
focus on mitigating foreign electoral interference, Eastern
counterparts might prioritize domestic vaccine disinforma-
tion (Fourney et al., 2017; Forati & Ghose, 2021; Humprecht
et al., 2023).

To capture these regional variations, researchers could em-
ploy comparative case study methods, analyzing the en-
forcement strategies and outcomes of different DSCs in
relation to their national contexts (as for example done for
associations laws and regimes in the EU member states (Eu-
ropean Commission and Directorate-General for Internal
Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2022)). This
can involve a combination of qualitative and quantitative
approaches, such as interviews with DSC representatives,
content analysis of enforcement decisions and public com-
munications, and statistical modeling of complaint and take-
down patterns across different Member States. For instance,
researchers could compare the enforcement actions taken
by the DSCs of Germany and France, two countries with
divergent approaches to platform regulation. Germany has
been a pioneer in this field, with its Network Enforcement
Act (NetzDG) requiring platforms to remove illegal content
within tight timeframes or face hefty fines (Net, 2017). In
contrast, France has emphasized the role of self-regulation
and collaborative governance, with its own law on online
hate speech (Avia Law) being largely struck down by the

Constitutional Council due to concerns over freedom of
expression (Rights, 2020).

6. Call to Action for Coordinated Efforts
Realizing the DSA’s immense potential for mitigating online
harms requires actively fostering multi-stakeholder partici-
pation and coordinated mobilization of analytical capabili-
ties spanning academia, civil society, platforms, journalists,
policymakers and funding bodies.

6.1. Augmenting DSA Regulation with the EU AI Act

Our reflection on the DSA can extend to the current leg-
islative ecosystem put forth by the EU. The EU AI Act, for
example, proposes additional measures that, if implemented
appropriately2, may help mitigate certain limitations identi-
fied around generative models, targeting, filter bubbles, and
engagement incentives:

• Improving Oversight Over Generative Models and Syn-
thetic Media. The EU AI Act creates transparency obliga-
tions in Article 50, requiring certain AI systems interacting
with people to indicate they are AI-generated. It also im-
poses record-keeping provisions in Article 12 for high-risk
AI systems to facilitate traceability. Moreover, Article
52(4) empowers the Commission to designate general-
purpose AI (GPAI) models as presenting systemic risks,
even if they don’t meet the initial threshold requirements.
These articles could be complemented, through a relevant
implementing act or further guidelines commissioned by
the AI Office, to cover broader classes of synthetic media
and generative models, particularly in light of the rapid de-
velopment and potential impact of generative AI in social
media contexts.

• Guarding Against Microtargeted Influence Campaigns.
While the EU AI Act presently lacks binding assessments
of model fairness or related provisions restricting unethical
targeting, its Article 5 prohibits certain AI practices and
allows expanding prohibited practices over time through
delegated acts adopted by the Commission, as outlined in
Article 7. If amended accordingly, outlawing clearly ma-
nipulative and discriminatory influence campaigns based
on protected attributes may be more easily achieved.

2It should be noted that the EU AI Act adopts a risk-based
approach, where certain provisions apply primarily to high-risk
AI systems as delineated in the regulation. Yet AI systems not
designated as high-risk may still enable concerning impacts, partic-
ularly in social media contexts (Hacker et al., 2023). Thus, when
examining the potential to augment DSA regulation through the AI
Act, it is relevant to contemplate measures appropriate not just for
intrinsically high-risk systems, but also lower-risk classes enabling
indirect societal harms.
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• Mitigating Filter Bubbles and Selective Exposure. The
EU AI Act’s emphasis on risk management under Article
9 provides pathways for requiring impact assessments that
could encompass threats to exposure diversity from rec-
ommender systems. Additional transparency obligations
in Article 13 may also compel evaluating product choices
endangering pluralistic discourse.

• Limiting False Engagement Incentives. While addictive-
ness protections are not explicitly mentioned in its text,
as previously mentioned the EU AI Act enables revisiting
permitted practices, as per Article 7, by updating the list
in Annex III by adding high-risk AI systems. If outrage-
based business models are finally shown to manipulate
users or undermine speech diversity, and subsequently
deemed to pose a risk to fundamental rights, prohibiting
associated optimization targets may become appropriate.
Beside that, the risk management obligations under Article
9 could be leveraged to require providers to assess and
mitigate the risks associated with false engagement incen-
tives, as these could be considered reasonably foreseeable
misuses of high-risk AI systems.

6.2. Ensuring Multi-Stakeholder Participation

A robust DSA impact assessment necessitates inputs from di-
verse experts and communities representing the plurality of
interests touched by platform governance decisions (Benkler
et al., 2018). For example, survey instruments distributed to
platform integrity teams, journalists, and end-users are all
indispensable for holistically monitoring perceived shifts in
disinformation prevalence, news media sustainability, and
public awareness of manipulation risks before vs. after im-
plementation (Papaevangelou, 2023; Cauffman & Goanta,
2021; Balkin, 2017). No single methodology in isolation
can address multiply situated open questions, from quanti-
fying policy compliance levels to explaining norm cascades
in content moderation practices following heightened Eu-
ropean scrutiny. Combining computational analytics of
behavior changes with ethnographic observations within
responding teams might aid in reconciling discrepancies
between procedural outputs and on-the-ground challenges.

6.3. Coordination Across Disciplines

Assessments must also coordinate across academic disci-
plines, as legal scholars, political scientists, economists,
psychologists and domain experts all offer indispensable
analytical lenses into systemic impacts. For example, net-
work analyses quantifying coordination between regula-
tory bodies requires pairing with interview data from pol-
icymakers on impediments to harmonization. And con-
trolled behavioral experiments on disinformation warnings
should inform technical design improvements of notifica-
tion systems. Funding programs specifically encouraging

cross-disciplinary investigation of platform governance im-
pacts, potentially attentive to DSA-specific calls, can incen-
tivize scientific multiplicity fit for complex sociotechnical
responses (e.g., CiTIUS (2022)).

6.4. Grounding Policy in Evidence

Beyond enabling research, decision-making processes
around issues like standardizing notice-and-takedown proce-
dures, updating risk assessment methodologies, or revising
independent audit protocols must continuously integrate
emerging empirical insights in constructive, transparent
ways that balance stakeholder interests and public safety
priorities (Hacker et al., 2023; Sullivan, 2023). Adaptive
governance would see European authorities and standard-
ization bodies convene researchers and practitioners into
regular working groups tasked with translating findings
into actionable protocols and policy recommendations – a
promising trajectory currently held by the heterogeneity of
professional profiles within the CEN-CENELEC (2020).

7. Conclusion
As online platforms confront rising pressures over opaque
methods and unchecked harms, policies mandating trans-
parency and accountability warrant proactive, evidence-
based evaluation balancing effectiveness and proportionality
for continued innovation.

We argue that machine learning has significant untapped
potential for quantifying the impacts of complex regula-
tions like the EU Digital Services Act on various aspects,
including content moderation, advertising, and recommen-
dations. Detailed analysis revealed a gap between some
overarching aims and granular research into on-ground im-
pacts necessary for iterative refinement. We outline potential
applications, from content analysis to causal auditing and
diffusion modeling, to illuminate questions about the DSA’s
real-world impact. Coordinated efforts are needed to address
methodological barriers related to appropriate data access,
isolating marginal effects, and enabling generalization in
order to facilitate credible assessment.

Overall, machine learning researchers should expand ana-
lytical techniques to catalyze evidence-based understanding
of policy impacts on societal outcomes and online harms.
Maintaining constructive partnerships between scientific
and governing institutions is crucial as policymakers regu-
late previously unchecked technology sectors to serve the
public interest.

Impact Statement
This paper advocates using machine learning to evaluate
online platform regulations, aiming to strengthen account-
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ability around disinformation. We acknowledge responsible
analytics requires safeguards against misuse and oversight
balancing competing priorities. As platforms interacts with
society at large, poorly designed policies could have signifi-
cant unintended consequences.

Regulatory changes should be evidence-based, ethically
vetted, and include affected communities. We explore this
high-stakes issue to encourage the prudent and participatory
use of ML in assessing complex sociotechnical policies for
the public good.
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